INTERVENTION OF THE INDONESIAN DELEGATION
Agenda 14: Future role and methods of work of the Committee

Madame Chair,

Indonesia associates itself with the statement by the Group of 77 and China, and would like to add the following remarks in its national capacity.

Indonesia appreciates the Secretariat for holding this session. Indonesia believes that this session would prompt further constructive discussions regarding this agenda.

Indonesia puts specific focus on ensuring that this Committee is beneficial, favorable, and inclusive, with the aim to create international cooperation on the issue of space for peaceful uses. Indonesia believes that every country that is a member state of the UN, reserves the right to apply as either a member or an observer in the UN body, including UNCOPUOS.

Madame Chair,

In that regard, allow me to comment one of organizational measures, regarding the decision making as contained in document A/AC.105/C.1/L.384 on which discussion is ongoing. Indonesia believes that the voting procedure at the Committee needs to be discussed further to explore the Committee's work procedures that are better optimized in making decisions. In this regard Indonesia is of the view that consensus-based decision-making should be maintained.

I thank you.